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1CHAPTER I
EXPOSITION
This is a study of the problems and treatment of the thirty-three
women veterans who have been referred to the Veterans Administration
Mental Hygiene Clinio in Boston, Massachusetts from September, 1946 to
January, 1948* The purpose of this study is to examine the soeial factors
responsible for the development of emotional illness in women while in the
military servioe and to learn whether there were special situations con-
fronting women in the service, causing these illnesses* Of equal impor-
tance in this study has been the examination of the results that might be
expected from the treatment of women veterans with emotional problems at
the Veterans Administration Mental Hygiene Clinic*
Some comparative studies were made of the problems and the situations
confronting men and women in the service* Chapter IV, A Study of the
Problems of Women in the Servioe, included these comparative studies*
Only nineteen of the women were dealt with in this chapter because these
women were the ones whose problems definitely had their onset in the ser-
vice* The other fourteen women had the onset of symptoms after their dis-
charge from the service* They began treatment in the clinic either early
in the clinio *s history or were eligible for treatment under Public Law
Sixteen* (This law provides for aoademic and on-the-job training for
veterans receiving pensions for service-connected disabilities*)
The treatment of the women in the clinic was the second important
part of this dbudy* The methods of treating the women were studied to
learn whether the treatment was chiefly by psychiatry or by case work*
The oases of the women who were treated by sooial workers were examined
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to learn what kind of sooial problems were involved* The results of the
treatment by the psychiatrists and the sooial workers were studied as to
the number of women discharged improved and unimproved and the number of
women still in treatment* The oases of the women discharged improved were
studied to learn qualitatively in what ways improvement was shown*
Other information sought in this study included* (l) the sources of
referral of these women to the clinic, and (2) the relationship of the
number of women who received treatment in the clinic to the number of
women who might be eligible for treatment because they received medioal
discharges from the service in the New England states*
Source of Data
There has been very little written about the nature of and the
treatment of women veterans
1
emotional problems* The writer has searched
professional literature, consulted Veterans Administration advisors, and
has written prominent people who held offioial positions during the war
working with service women* Two articles about studies in Great Britain
and in Kansas have been very helpful in comparing the results of the
1 2
studies by these investigators, Craighill and Miller, and Ballard, with
those of this researoh* Other literature listed in the bibliography
afforded the writer some opportunity to study treatment results of men
and women veterans in other parts of the country*
The files and records of all thirty-three women veterans who were
accepted for treatment at the olinio from September, 1946 to January, 1948,
both open and dosed cases, were read for information in regard to the
1 Margaret D* Craighill, "Psychiatric Aspeots of Women Serving in
the Army, " American Journal of Psychiatry
, October, 1947, pp* 226 - 230*
2 S* I* Ballard and H* G* Miller, "Psychiatric Casualities in a
Women's Service," British Medioal Journal
,
March, 1945, pp* 295 - 295*
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questions of this study. A group of thirty-three men who were accepted
for treatment during the same period was chosen for the comparative
study*
The anamnesis in each record was used as most of the pertinent
material for this study was included there* An anamnesis outline is
included in Appendix A for reference. If no anamnesis was taken, the
intake interviews and the entire record were searched. It was possible
to olassify problems displayed by these women and to select oases from
these groups for summarization and interpretation of the material.
Limitations of the Study
Behind all the problems of the women veterans and their treatment
in the clinio there lies a background of childhood and family experiences
that have shaped the patients' methods of reacting to later experiences!
These early experiences are recognized as being important, but this study
is concerned with those aspects of the problems and their treatment that
are within the area of a social worker's consideration* These areas are
the environmental and social components in the onset of the veterans'
illnesses and the manipulation, clarification, and other methods of
changing these factors in the treatment of the women veterans* Wherever
there is any psychiatric interpretation it has been repeated direotly
from the record*
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4CHAPTER II
THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MENTAL HYGIENE CLINIC
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
The Veterans Administration Mental Hygiene Clinic in Boston, Massa-
chusetts is one of the many Veterans Administration mental hygiene clinics
established throughout the country* It was opened in March, 1946 in Boston
according to provisions set up by the Veterans Administration Bill Number
169* In September, 1946 the clinic moved to the present location in down-
town Boston* From September, 1946 to January, 1948 the total caseload of
patients increased from two hundred to over two thousand patients*
The professional personnel of the unit is made up of psychiatrists,
psychologists, and psyohiatric social workers. The clinic is under the
direction of the Chief Psychiatrist who is responsible, in turn, to the
Chief Medical Officer of the Boston Regional Office of the Veterans Ad-
ministration*
In general, the sources of referral of patients are other Veteran
Administration divisions. Some patients, however, are referred by sooial
agencies, and a few are self-referred*
In the beginning of the clinic's history a wide variety of types of
men with a variety of mental illnesses were accepted for treatment as fchis
practice kept the clinic from becoming too one-sided, and it made available
3
a large and varied group of patients for teaching purposes* At present,
as a matter of policy to guide the psychiatrists and social workers parti-
cipating in the intake process, psyehotics and chronic psychoneurotics and
3 Morris H. Adler, M.D*, and Edward Burchard, Ri.D., A Survey of
the First Three Months of Operation of the Veterans Administration Mental
WEiene Clinic , Boston , Massachusetts * (An unpublished report by tlfie Chief
psychiatrist and the Chief Psychologist of the Clinio, June, 1946).
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psychopaths with life-long histories of maladjustment and mental illness,
who hare been treated by other agencies for years, are not considered
4
feasible for treatment.
5
In contrast, the legal requirements for eligibility are as follows*
(a) Veterans whose olaims for psychiatric disability have
been favorably adjudicated.
(b) Veterans who filed claims for psychiatric disabilities
but who se claims are still pending adjudication.
(c) Veterans who are receiving vocational training under
Public Law Sixteen.
The incoming veteran is first seen during the intake process. The
intake social worker interviews him briefly to determine legal eligibility,
symptoms, social adjustment in his family, his marital situation, in his
work and in school, his military service, and his attitude toward psychia-
tric treatment. If he is rejeoted for treatment, the social worker is
obligated to assist the patient in utilizing community resources. The
patients who are accepted are interviewed by the psyohiatrist so that he
oan make a tentative diagnosis and decide on the disposition of the case,
whioh may be for treatment by a psychiatrist or a social worker or which
6
may be in group therapy.
The patient's doctor will prescribe the taking of an anamnesis if he
feels it is necessary. A complete social history taking usually requires
three interviews. The anamnesis enables the psychiatrist to speed up
treatment and is psychotherapy in itself as it requires a certain orienta-
tion on the part of the patient which prepares him for deeper therapy.
4 Intake Procedure Outline
,
Veterans Administration Mental Hygiene
Clinic, Boston, Massachusetts, p. 3.
5 Ibid., p. 1.
6 Ibid
. ,
p. 3.
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6This process often results in some reorientation towards his complaints
7
before he begins deep therapy with the psychiatrist*
The sooial worker obtains detailed information about the following
items in taking an anamnesis* method of referral, previous history of
symptoms, present symptoms, mental status, family history, personal history
on infancy, diseases, development, school record, work record, religion,
legal record, sex development, service record, and adjustment in civilian
life* A summary is written after the history is completed. It includes
a description of the patient, a review of the onset of symptoms, the cir-
cumstances surrounding them, a selection of the sensitive spots in the his-
tory, traumatic events and their relation to the present environmental
situation. The social worker writes her impression of what the patient
needs and her recommendation as to whether the patient is interested in
getting psychiatric treatment* The social worker, also, states whether
there are environmental factors and related problems in the present situa-
tion which need the attention of a social worker of another agency*
7 Morris H. Adler, M.D., and Edward Burchard, Ph.D*, op . pit *, p. 5.
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CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF THE WOMEN VETERANS
This chapter is intended to be a study of the characteristics of the
women veterans who have come to the clinic to learn whether there are fac-
tors in a description of the group of women as a whole whioh may be related
to their problems in the service* This description will include their
age, marital status, military branches to which they belonged, occupations,
and the sources from which they were referred to the clinic*
TABLE I
AGE OF WOMEN VETERANS
Age of Veteran by YSars
22 - 29
30 - 37
38 - 45
unknown
Total
Number
22
5
3
3
33
This table shows that the ages of these women range from twenty-two
to forty-five years with the largest group between the ages of twenty-two
and twenty-nine years*
TABLE II
MARITAL STATUS
Marital Status Humber
Single 20
Married 8
Widowed 1
Divorced 2
Unknown 2
Total 33
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*Table II indicates that a majority (twenty out of the thirty-three
women) were still single when they oame to the Clinic. The marital status
is important beoause the problems that arise from either the patient's
being married or single are the basis of the beginning of symptoms. Case
summaries will be included in another chapter. These summaries show the
situations present at the time of onset of the symptoms* The frequency with
which sexual problems are the basis of the difficulties will be indicated
in the interpretation of the summaries.
It is considered important to examine the race and religious back-
grounds of the women only when such a background is part of the women's
problem. The case summaries will show when it is part of the problem. In
all other parts of this study race and religious preferences will be used
only as identifying information.
TABLE III
MILITARY BRANCH SERVED IN
Branch of Service Number
Army 16
Navy 12
Marines 1
Coastguard 2
Unknown 2
Total 33
Table III indicates that there was not a majority of women who
served in any one branch of the service. The greater number of the women
(twenty-eight out of the thirty-three) served in either the Army or the
Naval Reserve. Since these were the two largest branches of the service,
the results of this table are probably not different from the results that
o
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would be found if all women veterans could be tabulated in a similar manner.
Therefore, the findings of this table are not significant except as another
part of the total picture of the description of the women veterans*
The grouping of the women veterans according to whether they had been
officers or enlisted personnel shows that all but six of them were enlisted
women* Craighill suggests that women in the Nurses Corps, the division of
the service where most women offioers were serving, had less complex pro-
blems in performing wartime duties because they had previous training and
experience in work that men traditionally recognise as women’s function,
and they were supplying a service which gratifies the passive needs of men*
In contrast, the enlisted women suffered in some phases of work from the
8
hostility of men who regarded the women as competitors*
TABLE IV
OCCUPATION
Occupation Number
Student 12
Unemployed 6
Nurse 3
Clerical and stenographic
worker 5
Various small job holders 4
Unknown 3
Total 33
Table IV shows that the largest group of women were in school, the
next largest groups were those of the women who were unemployed and were
clerical and stenographic workers. The selection of the job title for these
8 Margaret D. Craighill, "Psychiatric Aspects of Women Serving in
the Army," American Journal of Psychiatry
, 104*226-230, October, 1947.
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women is based on the title the records show they gave themselves when
asked their job on intake or in anamnesis-taking* It can be concluded fro*
this table that these women veterans belong to the lower inoome group*
This conclusion will be valuable in the examination of the cases used to
indicate the case work treatment the women veterans received in the clinic*
It will be valuable to keep in mindihile reading the interpretations of the
problems for which the women have received case work service*
TABLE V
SOURCES OF REFERRAL
Sources of Referral Number
Veterans Administration divisions 21
Sources other than Veterans Ad-
ministration divisions 9
Unknown 3
Total 33
The above table shows that the majority of the women veterans were
referred to the Clinic by a Veterans Administration division* In the sur-
vey of the clinic by Adler and Burchard it is stated that the majority of
9
the patients are referred by some division of the Veterans Administration.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the women came to the clinic as veterans
and not as women with special problems that set them apart from other
veterans*
This chapter is a description of the women veterans. The findings of
the chapter show that the women as a group are young, unmarried women from
9 Adler and Burchard, op * pit
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the lower income group. They served in the various brandies of the service
in probably the same proportion to eaoh branch as did the total number of
women in the servioe. They were referred, in the majority of cases, by a
<
division of the Veterans Administration. This description of the women
veterans is only a superficial one for introductory purposes.
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CHAPTER IV
A STUDY OF THE PROBLEMS OF WOMEN IN THE SERVICE
In this ohapter the problems of the women while they were in the ser-
vice will be studied as they relate to the situations in the service at the
onset of their symptoms* The overt manifestations of emotional conflicts
whioh are labeled symptoms in the anamneses and the case records are used
as the basis for this research on the women's emotional problems.
TABLE VI
ONSET OF SYMPTOMS OF WOMEN
of Onset of Symptoms Number of Women
In Service 19
After Service 12
Unknown 2
Total 33
Table Vj indicates that more than half of the women (nineteen out of
thirty-three) first had symptoms of emotional illness while they were in the
service. The other fourteen women may have had their problems in the ser-
vice, but because these problems did not become apparent as symptoms, these
women cannot be studied in this chapter. These nineteen women's oases will
r
be studied in detail. However, all of the women had to fulfill the eligi-
bility requirements that their symptoms at the time of referral had some
service connections#
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TABLE VII
SITUATION IN SERVICE AT ONSET OF SYMPTOMS OF WOMEN
Situation Number
Outside military routine 8
Mixed, within and outside
military routine 3
Within military routine 8
Total 19
The above table is an indication of the situations in the service at
the onset of symptoms. There were those situations within the military
routine, those outside the military routine in the women’s private lives,
and those situations both inside and outside the military routine which were
present at the time the symptoms began. Table VII indicates that only
eleven of the women had the onset of symptoms within the military routine
or a combination of the military and other outside situations. In eight cas
the women’s symptoms began under oircumstanoes not related to military life
as such but under circumstances which might have been those of any women in
the United States. These women were merely in the servioe at the time the
event occurred. This indication that the symptoms may begin under circum-
stances both military and private is in agreement with the findings of
Bracelsnd who wrote that the men had a breaking point that is fluid. Under
certain conditions of the psychology of warfare the men’s receiving of bad
news from home if they are at the front, may cause them to b£eak.
The first group is that of women whose symptoms began in oircumstanoes
10 Francis J. Braceland, "Psyehiatry and the Returning Veteran,”
Mental Hygiene
, 30*38-39, January, 1946.
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outside the military routine* This group will be examined first to learn
the nature of these situations in their private lives whioh were present at
the onset of their symptoms*
TABLE VIII
PROBLEMS OUTSIDE OF MILITARY ROUTIHE
Hature of Problem Number
Failure in heterosexual
relationships 5
Failure in inter-personal
relationships 3
Total
Table VIII indicates that the larger group of these women developed
symptoms of emotional problems when they were not able to suoceed in healthy
heterosexual relationships* The other three women were unable to succeed in
inter-personal relationships outside the military routine and as a result
they developed symptoms* One case history is studied for this group. The
case represents the group that developed symptoms when the women were unable
to succeed in heterosexual relationships in the normal manner* The summary
outline is similar to the one used in the anamnesis* The women will be
labeled arbitrarily by beginning with letter A and proceeding down the
alphabet*
CASE I
Summary
Miss A is a twenty-eight year old single, white, Protestant
woman who had been an enlisted Wave* At the present time she is
unemployed. She was referred to the Clinic by a Veterans Adminis-
tration division and is now being treated by a psychiatrist*
She has felt inferior all of her life because of a mild
obesity and because she considered herself shy and awkward. She
had a difficult home life because of a dominant father and an in-
effectual mother, and younger sisters of khom she felt jealous*
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She felt unwanted at school as well as at home* She had no
sex education and held many taboos about it*
In the service her feelings of being unwanted were height-
ened by her lack of an adequately balanced social life. She had
relations with two men and considered herself engaged, but then
she discovered that her dreams of marriage had no foundation in
faot* She began to feel that she had no purpose in life, felt
upset when she was confronted with a problem or had to make a
deoision, and seemed to have periods of mild depression. She
was not treated in the service but when these conditions con-
tinued after her discharge, when she returned to the same diffi-
cult situation, she came to the clinic for help*
This case indicates that the patient’s life-long feelings of being un-
wanted heightened in the service by her lack of an adequately balanced men-
tal life. On two occasions she was disappointed in love affairs. Her
failure to adjust to heterosexual relationships is shown in the onset of
symptoms after these affairs. In the majority of the women in this group
the onset of symptoms occurred when they failed to achieve healthy hetero-
sexual relationships. The other great difficulty for this group was their
failure to achieve good inter-personal relationships.
II. The next group to be studied is that in whieh the symptoms deve-
loped in situations that were both within the military routine and in the
women’s private lives. Table VII shows that there are only three cases in
this group. In order to understand this combination of circumstances better
one case is presented for interpretation.
CASE II
Summary
Miss B. is a twenty-six year old, single, white, woman
who had been an enlisted WAC. At the present time she is a
student. She was referred by a Veterans Administration division
and is being treated by a psychiatrist.
_ , . Her problems date, back to early ehildhood when she firstfelt insecure because her mother wat too busy to be interested
in her, and her father was a weak person who played a small
part in the family. She tried to keep from being underfoot
and played outside by herself. She felt submissive to her
mother and afraid to express hostility toward her. She compared
herself -Unfavorably with others so that her self-esteem suffered
at every point.
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In the service postoffice she felt that the authorities
did not make use of her learning, that she had little to offer,
and that she did not accomplish anything* At the same time, she
learned that the man with whom she had been going for four years
had married someone else. It was quite a shock to her. She
felt that she could not be successful and that she was in a state
of confusion. She did not receive treatment until after she
wa6 discharged, when she came to the clinio.
This oase indicates that it was the combination of the patient’s feel-
ing that she had little to offer in the servioe and the shook of hearing
that the man she was interested in had married someone else that brought
on the symptoms of emotional illness.
These two sections of this chapter, the one on the situations in the
private lives of the women and the one on the combination of private lives
and situations within the military routine, show that there were situations
other than in the military life that brought on symptoms. These findings
agree with Cr&ighill who stated that, "For many women the tensions of main-
taining work, of too much social activity, as well as emotional conflicts
engendered in the great reorientation in heterosexual relationships which
many circumstances of Army service reouired produced many psychiatric
11
disturbances".
III. The last section of this study of the situations in the servioe
at the onset of symptoms is that of the group of women whose symptoms began
principally in situations in the military routine. The situations in the
military routine need to be grouped according to the outstanding problems
that were involved.
11 Craighill, 0£. cit • , p. 226.
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TABLE IX
PROBLEMS WITHIN MILITARY ROUTINE
Problems
Inability to adjust to duty
Difficulty with authority
Inability to adjust to crude
oircumstances in serviee
Inability to adjust to service
school
Total
Number
4
2
1
1
*8
The above table indicates that there were four particular problems
for women in this group in their military routine* The largest number of
oases fell in the category of the problem of inability to adjust to duty*
In order to understand these problems better all eight of these oases will
be summarized and interpreted* The oases will be arranged according to the
way they fall in these four groups* The first group is that of the women
who had the problem of not being able to adjust to duty*
CASE III
Summaaiss C. is a twenty-eight old, single, white. Catholic woman
who had been an enlisted WAC* At present she is unemployed. She
was referred to the clinic by a Veterans Administration division
and is being treated by a psychiatrist.
The patient* s entire life has been one of abuse and rejection
by her family. The social worker who took the anamnesis felt that
her maladjustment began when her mother died when the patient was
eleven months old* Until she was twenty-two she was under the
domination of a oruel step-mother who, she felt, persecuted her*
Her step-siblings were mean to her. Her father died, also, while
srhe was young. She was unable to get jobs that were satisfactory
to her, but she held a series of small jobs* She had no sex educa-
tion and did not begin to go on dates until she was twenty-three*
She esoaped from her family into the service, but she did not
feel accepted by the other women with whom 6he worked. Eer work
was monotonous and she got into trouble with her superior officers.
She developed a pain in her groin and a fear that she was a victim
of some terrible disease* She was hospitalized for these symptoms
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four or five times for short periods. She received an unadaptabi-
lity discharge which meant to her that not even the Army wanted her.
When she returned to the same unhappy home situation, she came to
the olinio.
The patient’s whole life was one of rejection and abuse. She escaped
into the Army where she was unable to adjust to her duty and the people
with whom she had to work. She developed symptoms, was hospitalized, and
discharged as unadaptable to the duty.
CASE IV
D, is a twenty-three old, single, white. Catholic
woman who had enlisted in the Womens Reserve of the Marine Corps.
She is now unemployed. She was referred to the clinic by a
Veterans Administration division and treated by a psychiatrist.
The patient was neither treated harshly nor affectionately
by her parents. She has tried to be independent in her thinking
all of her life. As a child she was envious of boys and tried to
be like them by attending manual arts class with them. She has
not interested in men nor marriage.
She wa6 glad when she could join the Marines and enjoyed her
work as a Military Policeman, however, she began to feel tense and
overworked, and irritable on duty. She did not eat correetly and
developed digestive troubles. Sne had headaches, ohills, ana an
eye twitch. She was hospitalized for four months for the digestive
troubles. After discharge she was hospitalized again for peptio
ulcers.
The patient had little affection and security in parental controls in
her home. She was able to join the Marines and carry out her wish to follow
a masculine pursuit. Her symptoms began while she was on Military Police
duty which she seemed to enjoy. The doctor’s diagnosis from the record
gives an explanation for the onset of symptoms. The diagnosis is a character
disorder, immature aggression reaction. There is a question of homosexuality
manifested in her appearance of being tough and irritable. He indicates,
therefore, that there was a suggestion that the duty guarding women prisoners
as a Military Police was a homosexual threat and this was the situation that
brought out the symptoms.
Summary
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CASE V
Summary
Mi 8 8 E. ie a thirty-year old Protestant, Negro widow who
had been an officer in the WAC. She is a clerical worker* She
was self-referred and treated by a psychiatrist.
The patient had lived in the West until her marriage and had
felt unhappily left outside the circle of New England colored
society* After her husband's death six years ago she had a pos-
sible mild depression* She joined the WAC after recovering from
the depression. in-order to keep occupied. As an officer she had
a great deal of responsibility and some unpleasant duties involv-
ing clearing out some homosexual activities among the women under
her command* As a result she felt disgusted and depressed as she
had no knowledge of homosexuality before this experience. She was
hospitalized five times for "nerves" while in the Army. Her
symptoms of panic, nausea, crying, and shaking began at this time.
After her discharge she returned to the job that she disliked.
The patient had at least two bad experiences before she entered the
service, her move to an environment where she did not feel accepted and
the death of her husband. In the service the responsibilities of an officer
and the unplesant duties involving controlling the homosexual activities of
women under her command were too muoh for her and she developed symptoms
which necessitated her having five hospitalizations for "nervousness "•
CASE VI
Summary
Miss F. is a twenty-four year old divorced, white, Protestant
woman who had been an enlisted WAVE. She was referred by a non-
Veterani Administration social agency and she was treated by a
psychiatrist. A social worker gave her supplementary help.
All her life she had been deprived of material things, proper
clothing and housing? and emotional satisfactions, love and
security. Her parents were separated when she was two months,
and she saw her father only once again before she was mature.
Because of the family’s precarious financial situation she was
placed in several homes where she felt unloved and unwanted. She
was dependent on herself after she finished high school. She felt
that she could do only that which met the approval of her mother.
She had three love affairs which did not develop into marriage
as she planned.
In the service she was assigned the duty of teaching link
training, but she did not feel secure as she felt unable to teaoh
people who had more education than she did. She developed abdomi-
nal pains, nausea, and an inability to work with others. She did
not receive any hospitalization. After her discharge she married
to obtain the solid foundation she had lacked all her life, but
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her husband did not give her this seourity. She was divorced
before 6he came to the clinic*
The patient had been deprived of love, security, and material things
all of her life* When she was assigned duty teaching those who had more
advantages than she, especially educationally, she felt too insecure to be
successful teaching them* She then developed the symptoms of emotional
illness.
The next group of cases to be interpreted is that in which the diffi-
culty with authority is the main problem* There are two cases in this
group.
CASE VII
Summary
Miss G. is a twenty-nine year old, single, white, Jewish
woman who had been an enlisted WAVE. She is a student* She wag
referred to the clinic by a Veterans Administration division and
has been treated by a psychiatrist and by a case worker.
The patient had always been in conflict with her parents and
felt dominated by her mother. However, she could not express her
feelings about her parents because she would feel guilty. The
principle of "Honor thy father and thy mother" was paramount in
the home. She felt that she suffered in comparison with her sister
in her parents' eyes. As a result she has felt hopelessly in-
adequate and tried to compensate for it by being a perfectionist.
She has felt persecuted because she is Jewish.
In the service she became dissatisfied with her work because
she felt such a need to be accurate. This need to be accurate
was probably the cause of her having trouble with her superior
offioer. She was unable to work with this officer, she thought,
beoause of a clash of personalities. There were words exchanged,
and then the patient broke out with a rash, had thyroid trouble,
and headaches. It was a conflict with authority where she felt
helpless. The officer started proceedings against her for a
maladjustment discharge, but the proceedings were not completed.
She was not hospitalized in the service. After her discharge she
returned heme where the old situation existed.
The patient had a background of oonflict with the authority of her
parents and guilt over her hostility toward them. She tried to compensate
for her feeling of inadequacy by being absolutely accurate. In the service
she repeated this conflict with authority and considered the officer's
attempt to have her discharged as maladjusted as the proof of her own
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inadequacy.
CASE VIII
Summary
Mrs. H. is a thirty-eight year old married, white, Protestant
woman who had been in the Army Nurse's Oorps. She is now a nurse.
She was referred to the clinic by a Veterans Administration divi-
sion and is being treated by a psychiatrist and a case worker.
The patient's mother died of tuberculosis when the patient
was sixteen. The patient had all the responsibility of the home
and the partial support of the other children. Later, she was
able to finish nursing training before her father died. She was
interested in entering psychiatric nursing, but really she wanted
to marry and to have a home and children. At the age of thirty-two
she had a disappointing love affair.
In the service overseas she was frustrated in an attempt to
buck authority to enter psyohiatric nursing. She objected to
much of the Army routine, especially, the authority. She sought
psychiatric treatment for herself, but she did not feel that she
received adequate care, particularly when she was hospitalized for
seven months as a potential suicide. The hospitalization was
neoessary after the event of buoking authority. She developed
symptoms of inability to concentrate, tiredness, and suioidal
thoughts which she told others about. After she was separated from
the service, she married a man who had been married before. She
learned that he did not wish to establish a home after a child was
born. She had left him before she came to the clinic.
The patient's early life was one of responsibility for others and with
no one interested in her. In the service she could not get anyone who had
authority to help her. When this attempt to get something she wanted was
thwarted, she developed suicidal symptoms. In the Army hospitals she did
not feel that she received the attention and interest she needed. She
could get no one to feel responsible for her feeling aocepted vocationally
and emotionally.
This next case represents the woman who was unable to adjust to cir-
cumstances which she considered crude.
CASE IX
Summary
Mrs . I. is a twenty-three year old married, white, Protestant
woman who had been an enlisted WAC. She is now a bookkeeper.
She was referred to the clinic by a Veterans Administration divi-
sion and wa6 treated by a psychiatrist.
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The patient has felt unwanted and unloved and inadequate
since childhood* Her parents were divorced, and both of them
remarried by the time she was seven years old* She felt hostile
toward her father and jealous of her mother, but she was afraid
to express her feelings. She was particularly envious of her
brothers who were good-looking and who were successful in school*
She had a protected life and felt that she must always practice
self-control*
The servioe was an awakening for her as she had never been
up against orude ciroumstances before and she was shocked by what
she learned* She was a driver in a motor pool at a time when a
vehicle was stolen. When she was questioned sevemLy about the
missing car, she was torn between her duty to the offioers and
her fear of the guilty man. At this time she developed symptoms
of headaches, palpitations of the heart, and feelings of not
knowing where she was* She was hospitalized once in the service*
Meanwhile, she had married a Jewish man* She had waited for him
until he was divorced. After her discharge she felt that she
still could not control her emotions so she came to the olinio*
The patient had felt unloved and unwanted by her parents since her
childhood* She achieved some seourity by remaining within the protection
of her strict home* In the service she was confronted with what she con-
sidered were orude life circumstances for whioh she was unprepared* When
she was in a conflict over her duty to her officers and her fear of a car
thief, she developed symptoms of emotional illness* These symptoms grew
worse after the servioe.
The next case represents the woman who could not adjust to service
sohool*
CASE X
Summary
Mrs. J. is a twenty-five year old, white, married woman who
calls herself a deist* She had been an enlisted WAVE* She is a
student now. She was referred by a Veterans Administration divi-
sion and was treated by a psychiatrist*
The patient’s predisposition to emotional illness goes baok
to her ohildhood* Her mother had been psychotic since the patient
was young. Her father was an inactive man who read a great deal.
The eeonomic condition was serious during the depression, but the
family's standard of living remained high. All of her siblings
had emotional problems and there was constant quarreling in the
home. She had been able to support herself since she was sixteen.
In the service yoeman school she found the competition too
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keen for her although she had been an honor student in school*
She failed one examination and was not prepared for another the
next day* That night she had her first seizure* She was hospi-
talized and given a medical discharge for epilepsy* She married
a Catholic, although her family was Jewish, and they felt that her
husband was kind and sympathetic to her. The seizures continued.
The patient had a family background which included a psychotic mother,
an inadequate father, and siblings with emotional problems. The claims
folder states that she had epilepsy prior to the service and that the
epilepsy was not aggravated by the service. However, she had her first
seizure in the servioe as far as can be ascertained by the record, in ser-
vice school where she felt unable to succeed*
This third group of women whose symptoms had their onset within the
military routine had four main problems. These problems were inability to
adjust to duty, difficulty with authority, inability to adjust to crude
circumstances, and inability to adjust to service school*
In summary, these oases for all three of these main groups of pro-
blems represent the problems of women veterans while they were in the ser-
vice* The problems were in the military routine, in their private lives,
and in situations that were a combination of these. The study of these
problems indicated that these groups of women, and the individual woman,
differed in the ways and the situations in which the service affeoted their
lives. These differences in reaction were due probably to the differences
in their experiences in their early lives. The case summaries indicate
these differences. These groups of problems and the situations within them
indicated the social faotors responsible for the development of emotional
illness in women veterans while in the military service*
The next sedion of this ohapter will be a study of the women’s pro-
blems in comparison with those of the men to learn whether there were
speoial situations confronting women in the service. Freedman found some
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of the same underlying problems present among a large percentage of the men
entering the service. There was the need to accept authority to a greater
degree than ever before and the adjustment to the transition from a peace-
12
ful to an aggressive occupation. These findings agree with those of
this study about the problems of the inability to adjust to authority and
duty. Bradley adds that the men f ound it impossible to adjust to the im-
personal unit-like existence of the barracks and found it difficult to fit
13
into the rigorous, unfamiliar schedule of war-time training. These two
situations correspond to the problems of the women in adjusting to the
crude circumstances of military life and in adjusting to the rigorous train-
ing of service sohool.
The comparison of the problems of the men and women will be studied in
relation to the situation in the service at the time of onset, the length
of hospitalisation, and the provisional diagnoses.
TABLE I
SITUATIONS IN MILITARY SERVICE OF WOMEN AND MEN
AT ONSET OF SYMPTOMS
Situation Number of men Per cent Number of
women
Per
cent
Within military routine 23 70$ 8 42$
Outside of military routine
Mixed, within and outside
4 5% 8 42$
military routine 3 12% 3 12$
Table X indicates a lower percentage of the women had the onset of
their symptoms in situations within their military routine, a higher
12 H. L. Freedman, "The Role of the Mental Hygiene Clinic in a
Military Training Center," Mental Hygiene
, 118, January, 1943.
13 General Omar A. Bradley, '’protecting the Mental Health of the
Veteran," Mental Hygiene
, 30*4-5, January, 1946.
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percentage outside the military routine and the same percentage in the mixed
situations* However, the contrasts between these percentages does not mean
that the women’s problems were begun in special situations outside the
military routine which the men did not face* The women were non-combatants,
and they did not face the military situations that the records show were
behind the men's military routine. These situations were oombat on Guadal-
canal, etc *, in air raids, on long sea duty, in captivity by the enemy, and
in view of death of friends* The psychiatrists and the social workers
stressed these situations when the records were written about the onset of
their symptoms*
These situations were paramount* The same situations which c *re indica-
ted in the oases of the women a at being outside of the military routine may
have been underneath, but these situations were unimportant compared to the
particular military experience of the moment* These situations for the men
show in the four oases of men with symptoms which had their onset outside
the military life and the three oases of men who did not begin to have
symptoms until after they were discharged. Therefore, this part of the
comparison of the problems of ment and women indicates that there were not
special situations confronting women in the service, but a lack of the
14
situation that Freedman terms brought fear of battle and of death.
TABLE XI
TREATMENT OF SYMPTOMS IN SERVICE
Kinds of treatment
Hospitalization
Sick call
None
Total
Number of women
10
2
_7
19
14 Freedman, op. pit
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Table II indicates that more than one-half of the women whose symptoms
began in the service (twelve out of nineteen) had some kind of treatment
while they were in the service. The seven women who received no treatment
were able to continue working despite their symptoms. The twelve women
were not able to function adequately without medical care. It is impossible
to tabulate the cases of the men who received hospitalization and those who
had only sick oall treatment because their records were not clear as to their
hospitalization and their treatment in sick oall. The records are oonfused
by hospitalization for wounds and "nervous conditions*, and sick call treat-
ment was not always available.
TABLE XII
LENGTH OF HOSPITALIZATION OF WOMEN AND MEN IN SERVICE
Length of Hospitalization Women Men
0 - 2.9 months 6 12
3-4.9 months 1 4
5-6.9 months 3 1
Total To 17
Table XII indicates that the median length of hospitalization for the
women veterans in servioe was zero to two and nine-tenths months duration.
The control group of men is studied for length of hospitalisation to com-
pare them with the length of hospitalization of the women. This comparison
is not intended to indicate seriousness of the problems as the length of
hospitalization does not show seriousness of illness. It is intended to in-
dicate the amount of treatment each group of men and women received before
they came to the clinic.
This table, also, indicates that seventeen of the men received hospita-
lization for emotional illnesses while in the service. The table indicates
that of that number who received hospitalization twelve of them bad hospi-
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talization for a period of less than three months* This period of time is
the olosest to a median length of time that can be figured. A comparison
with the results of the tabulation of the length of hospitalization of the
women in Table XII vhows that the women were hospitalized as a group for
about the same length of time as the men although they were not in combat
areas. The possible explanation for this result is that the women were
stationed in the United States, in the majority of cases, where their ser-
vices were less desperately needed than those of the men in the oombat areas.
Therefore, they could remain in the hospital longer. Also, it may be pointed
out that there were probably more hospital facilities in the United States
than there were for men in battle areas. The women, therefore, were able
to receive treatment in hospitals more frequently than were the men*
The study of the provisional diagnoses the men and women reoeived in
the clinic is included to learn whether the women’s problems in the service
brought on a particular type of emotional illnesses.
TABLE XIII
DIAGNOSTIC CLASSIFICATION OF ILLNESSES OF WOMEN
Diagnostic Classification Number of Women
Psyohoneurotic disorders 17
Character and behavior disorders 3
Psychoses
Schizophrenic disorders 2
Disorders of intelligence
Epilepsy 1
Not diagnosed 10
Total 33
Table XIII indicates that in the cases of the women whose illnesses
were diagnosed, the majority (seventeen out of thirty-three) were psycho-
neurotic disorders. This type of illness is the one into which the majority
.
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of the olinic cases fell, and only three of the cases are classed as charac-
ter and behavior disorders, the illnesses that are generally not amenable
15
to treatment according to the article by Adler and Burohard. The ten
cases of women whose illnesses were not diagnosed in most oases did not re-
turn to the clinic after the first interview. The diagnoses are classified
according to the Psychiatric Diagnostic Nomenclature of the Veterans Admini-
stration and with the help of one of the clinic psychiatrists. The writer
does not feel qualified to classify the psychoneurotic disorders further
although it might be of interest to readers with more psychiatrio training*
TABLE XIV
DIAGNOSTIC CLASSIFICATION OF ILLNESSES OF MEN
Diagnostic Classification
Psychoneurotio disorders
Character and behavior disorders
Psychoses
Borderline
Disorders of intelligence
Epilepsy
Not diagnosed
Number of Men
25
4
1
1
2
Total 35
The above table indicates that the illnesses of the majority of the men
in the control group (twenty-five out of thirty*three ) were diagnosed as
psychoneurotic disorders. Only four of the cases were diagnosed as character
and behavior disorders. In comparing this table with Table XIII it is
whown that the diagnoses of the control group of men and those of the women
15 Adler and Burchard, op . oit .
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follow the game general pattern. This pattern is, also, that of the cases
of the other veterans who are treated in the clinic according to the foot-
note on page twenty?eight. These findings about the number of oases of dis-
orders of various classifications are the natural ones in relation to the
organization of the clinic as described in Chapter II. There is not any
significant difference, according to Table XII and Table XIII, between the
number of oases of women in any one of the diagnostic classifications.
Therefore, it may be concluded that the women’s problems in the service did
not bfing on symptoms of emotional illness in any significantly different
proportions than those of the men's problems in the service. There were no
emotional illness particular to the group of women studied in this research.
This chapter was the study of the nineteen women whose problems had
their onset while the women were in the service. The social factors in the
problems were found to be in three areas of their military careers; outside
the military routine, both inside and outside the routine, and in their
private lives. These faotors varied with the women's different past exper-
iences as shown in the case summaries. There were no situations which oould
be considered particular to women in the service. There were no significant
differences in the length of hospitalization of the men and women in the
service nor in the provisional diagnoses of the men's and women's illnesses.
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CHAPTER V
TREATMENT OF WOMEN VETERANS IN THE CLINIC
In this ohapter the treatment whioh the thirty-three women received
in the Clinic will be studied* The cases of the women will be classified
as to those who were treated by the psychiatrists and those women who, also,
received case work help for their problems. The cases in whioh the social
workers treated the women will be studied in more detail by examination of
case summaries to learn with what problems the workers helped. The latter
part of the ohapter will be an examination of the results of the treatment
given by the psychiatrists and the social workers.
TABLE XV
TREATMENT OF WOMEN VETERANS IN CLINIC
Therapists Number of Women
Psychiatrists 26
Social workers
Anamneses 22
Other oasework 5
Not treated 3
The above table indicates that the majority of the women (twenty-six
of the thirty-three) were treated by psychiatrists. Table XV, also, in-
dicates that a large number of the women (twenty-two of the thirty-three)
were interviewed by the social workers for anamneses. The clinic policy
has been that the patients would have anamneses taken on a selective basis
as described in Chapter II. The cases marked as not treated are those in
which the women did not return for treatment after the first interview.
The five cases of women who were to be treated by social workers are
studied in detail for understanding of the oasework that they received for
their problems.
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CASE VI (continued from page nineteen)
s F. was seen by a social worker for a brief service in
consultation with the social worker of a private family agency
which referred the patient to the clinic. It was necessary to
learn from this agency the patient’s social situation before she
came to the clinic.
In this case the case worker gave brief service by consulting the
social worker of the referring agency about the patient’s social situation
before she oame to the clinic*
CASE VII (continued from page twenty)
Summary
Miss G. was treated by the psychiatrist for three months and
then she was transferred to a case worker for treatment on a case
work level. She had a oonfliot with authority in the service when
her symptoms began. After her discharge she returned to her home,
the source of her oonfliot, according to the record. She had an
argument with her mother which brought on symptoms which necessita-
ted her spending five weeks in a mental hospital. After that
experience she started treatment at the clinic. The worker has
been helping her to make decisions about her work and her living
quarters. She has never had the opportunity to make such decisions
independently. Also, the worker is helping her to modify her
rigid standards of conduct about which she feels uncomfortable. The
patient is now in graduate school and seems to be able to carry
the aoademic load quite well. She seems to be encouraged. The
case is still active*
The social worker in this case is helping the patient to make decisions
about work and a ehange in living quarters, and to be less rigid in her
standards of conduct*
CASE VIII (continued from page twenty-one)
Summary
Miss H. had a child who was staying with her relatives. The
patient was unable to make future plans for the child’s care.
After being treated by the psychiatrist for a short time she was
transferred to the social worker for temporary help in deciding
whether she would take the child to live with her. The patient
was able to express her feelings about authority, was helped to
make more realistic plans for work and future education, was able
to decide about divorcing her husband and to re-marry. She was
also, able to decide to take her child with her. She returned £o
the psychiatrist for more treatment of her emotional problems.
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The case worker helped the patient to make plans for her education,
her work, and her marital situation as these problems affected her plans
for having her child with her.
ss K. is a twenty-seven year old, single, white. Catholic
woman who had been an enlisted WAVE. She is now a student. She
was referred by a Veterans Administration division and is being
treated by a psyohiatrist. She is being helped with a housing
problem by a social worker.
In the service she had mixed problems, difficulties with
Yeoman school and a disappointment in a love affair. She returned
home and began a stenographic course. Then, she began to have
nightmares again as she had in the service. She came to the
clinic for treatment. She asked the psyohiatrist about the
possibility of having a social worker help her first find a place
to live, but she did not keep appointments with the worker. The
oase is still active.
The patient asked for social work help in finding a plaoe to live,
but she did not keep her appointment with the worker.
Miss L. is a thirty-two year old, single, white, Jewish
woman who had been an enlisted WAC. She is a student. She was
referred by a friend. She is being treated by a social worker.
The patient' 8 symptoms did not have their onset in the
service. Since her discharge she has felt that she cannot make
decisions nor follow them through. She is troubled about her
job and her relationship with the opposite sex. She is receiving
help by the social worker to adjust better to sohool and to
heterosexual relationships. She is being reassured of the
normalcy of her instincts and receiving the suggestion that in
facing these instinots she can gratify her needs in the future
in a socially acceptable way in marriage. Also, she is being
helped to make decisions about school and work.
The patient is being treated by a social worker for help to adjust
better in school and in work, and in heterosexual relationships.
CASS XI
CASE XII
Summa:
In these five cases the social workers helped the patients with prob-
lems concerning housing, work, school, children, and marital difficulties.
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In the last seetion of this chapter the results of the treatment will
he studied*
TABLE XVI
v
RESULTS OF TREATMENT OF WOMEN VETERANS IN CLINIC
Re su its of treatment
Discharged oases
Improved
Unimproved
Active oases
Number of women
7
9
17
Total 33
Table XV1 1 indicates that half of the cases (seventeen of the thirty-
three) are still active. Also, there was an almost equal division between
the cases improved and those discharged unimproved* However, an examina-
tion of the oases of the women who were discharged improved will make more
clear the standards of the clinic for improvement and will show the ways
in which these women have improved in their ability to adjust to themselves
and their environments*
The first three cases are those in which the women's symptoms began
in the service. These cases are oontin ued from other parts of this study
to show the reasons the women were discharged improved*
CASE IY (continued from page thirteen)
Summary
miss D* oame to the clinic with the sumptoms she had in the
service* After four months of treatment she felt considerably
improved, and she ceased keeping appointments* She was discharged
improved symptomatically with the same diagnosis, a character and
behavior disorder of an immature aggression reaction.
The patient in Case IV ceased keeping appointments, but since she
had improved symptomatically, she was discharged improved with the diagnosis
the same*
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CASS V (continued from page nineteen)
Summary
Suss E. came to the clinic soon after another unpleasant event
had occurred. Several of her siblings had been killed in an auto-
mobile accident. She had begun to have the symptoms more severely
than she had in the service. During her five weeks of treatment
she was able to express her grief about the death of her husband
and her siblings, her disgust and anxiety about her duties in the
service, and her dislike of her job. She decided to return to the
West and another job. The diagnosis, a psychoneurotie disorder,
anxiety reaction, moderately severe, remained the same but improved.
The patient decided to return to the West where she had lived before
her marriage and take another job. She was discharged with the same diag-
nosis, improved.
CASE VI (continued from page nineteen and page thirty-one)
Summary
Siss F. was discharged improved because she was able to feel
accepted and worthwhile, to receive affection, a nd to establish
good inter-personal relationships. She was treated for three
months. In the record the psychiatrist had written that she needed
to feel accepted and to feel that she has worthwhile capacities and
a rightful plaoe in the world.
The patient was discharged improved because she had gained the psychia-
tric goals of treatment. She felt accepted and as if she were worthwhile
and had a plaoe in the world.
The four other cases are of women whose symptoms did not begin in the
military routine of the service. Only three of them are studied as these
three show the different results of treatment.
CASE XIII
Summary
3iss M. is a twenty-seven year old, single, white. Catholic
woman who had been an enlisted WAVE. She is unemployed. She was
referred by a Veterans Administration division and treated by a
psychiatrist.
After her discharge she returned to the unhappy, broken home
she had left. She developed symptoms of being afraid of her atti-
tude toward people as she did not like to see her friends, and she
had, also, developed a twitch in her face. The provisional diagnosi
was schisophrenic disorder, reaction, simple type, manifested by
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depression, olouded state of mind, desire to escape from reality,
intense hatred of her alooholic father, and fear of medcing friends
and strangers* After three months of treatment she was showing
improvement* She felt more at ease and self-oonfident and had
less resentment toward her family* She was able to decide to leave
home to go to the West coast and marry*
The patient was discharged improved because she felt more self-confident
and was able to leave home to go West to marry*
CASE XIV
Summary
Srs. N. is a thirty-nine year old, married, white. Catholic
woman who had been in the Army Nurses Corps. She is a nurse. She
was referred bo the clinio by a Veterans Administration division
and treated by a psychiatrist*
The patient was in combat duty in the nurses corps under
moderately severe stress, but her symptoms of weeping did not be-
gin until after VJ Day* These symptoms of weeping and of feeling
oonfused had continued for one year after she was separated from
the service because, according to the doctor, she is afraid that
she cannot adjust herself to married life. Her background for
this feeling of insecurity came in her early experiences. Her
mother was committed to a mental hospital when the patient was
nine years old, and her father died when she was eleven years old*
She had separated from her husband before she came to the clinic,
and she was undecided about returning to him* After three months*
treatment she was able to return to her husband and to adjust fair-
ly well. The final diagnosis is depression reaction, recovered,
and, therefore, she was discharged improved*
This patient was able to return to her husband and to adjust fairly well*
Since she had recovered from her depression, she was discharged improved*
CASE XV
Miss 0. is a twenty-four old, single, white, Jewish woman
who had been an enlisted WAVE* She is now a student* She was re-
ferred to the clinic by a private social agency and treated by a
psychiatrist.
The patient has felt inadequate and dependent since childhood
because of her mother who has babied her and dominated her and ex-
pected her to share her whole life with the mother* She could not
revolt against her mother because of guilt about hurting such a
good mother. Her only decision in her life was to join the WAVES.
She had no sex eduoation as sex was a tabooed subject in her home*
When she learned some facts about sexual matters, she felt that
sex was repulsive*
After her discharge she returned home and started vocational
guidance because she felt tia t she was not doing well in school.
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When she came to the clinic she had symptoms of confusion, hand
tremors, headaches, tiredness, and weeping spells. After six
months treatment, during which time she was reassured of the
normality of heiWn instinctual impulses and her own adequacy,
she was discharged improved as she seemed to be getting along
better socially. She was discharged improved with the diagnosis
of passive dependent reaction unchanged.
As the patient was able to adjust better socially, she was discharged
improved with the same diagnosis.
The women had improved symptomatically, were able to adjust better
sooially, to find more satisfaction in their jobs, and to feel more self-
confident. They were able to leave home when it seemed best, to have their
children with them, and to return to their husbands when that was the best
plan for them. The diagnoses remained unchanged except for the one case
in which the final diagnosis read "recovered". These are the reasons the
8even women were discharged improved.
The above named reasons for discharging a patient as improved are in
line with the therapeutic goals for improvement for all patient who are
treated in the clinic. The therapeutic goals are stated in the article by
Adler and Burchard. These goals include the patient's gaining real but
limited insight, his accepting and synthesizing elementary interpretations,
reducing his anxiety, his recognizing the sources of difficulties and aocept
ing techniques to avoid most of the larger collisions, and his adopting a
program of living that involves a minimum of inter-personal conflicts with-
16
in the limits of the therapy provided at the clinic. The patients are
not expeoted to be able to gain all these goals, but the therapists attempt
to help them achieve as many of these goals as is possible for them.
16 Idler and Burchard, op . cit.
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The length of treatment of all sixteen closed oases is studied next.
TABLE XVII
LENGTH OF TREATMENT PERIOD OF WOMiSN VETERANS
DISCHARGED FROM CLINIC
Length of treatment period Number of women
0-3.9 months 11
4 - 7.9 4
8 -11.9 "
12 -15.9 M
16 -19.9 " 1
Total 16
Table XVII indicates that the median length of treatment for all the
women veterans discharged from the clinic during this two year period is
less than three months. It is impossible to compare this median length of
treatment of women with the length of treatment of all the veterans as no
study has been made of the period of treatment of the other veterans treated
at the clinic.
This chapter was a study of the treatment of all the thirty-three women.
The study showed that the majority of the women were treated only by psychia-
trists. Five of the women were, also, treated by social workers for pro-
blems concerning housing, work, school, childiwi, and marital problems. The
results of treatment in the clinic were as follows* seven of the women were
discharged improved, nine of the women were discharged unimproved, and the
other seventeen women were still in treatment at the time this study was
concluded.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study undertook an investigation into the problems and treatment
of the thirty-three oases of women veterans who have been treated at the
Veterans Administration Mental Hygiene Clinic in Boston, Massachusetts from
September, 1946 to January, 1948* The important parts of the study were
the searoh for the social factors which were responsible for their develop-
ing symptoms of emotional illness in the military service and the question
of whether there were special situations confronting women in the service
whioh caused their illness. Some comparative studies were made of the pro-
blems and situations confronting men and women in the servioe. Of equal
importance was the examination of the results that might be expected from th
treatment of the women veterans with these emotional problems at the Veterans
Administration Mental Hygiene Clinio.
First, the results of the study of the social factors responsible for
the developing of symptoms were examined. The relation between the problems
at the onset and the women's early problems were indicated in the individual
case summaries. In regard to the time of the onset of symptoms the study
indicated that only nineteen of the thirty-three women who have been refer-
red to the olinic had problems in the service that caused the onset of the
emotional illness. This result could be due to several conditions. These
other fourteen women were accepted for treatment either early in the clinio'
s
history, or they were receiving vocational training under Public Law Sixteen.
Both of these groups were referred for symptoms occurring after they were
discharged.
Wien these nineteen cases were classified according to the situation
present at the time of onset of symptoms, sixteen of these oases were
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equally divided between situations involving the military routine and situa-
tions involving the private lives of the veterans. The other three cases
were in situations containing elements involving both military routine and
the private lives of the veterans*
The largest single social factor in the cases of the women whose
symptoms began in situations in their private lives was the failure of these
women in good heterosexual relationships* For the most part these women be-
came involved in unfortunate love ailhirs* The failuee to make good hetero-
sexual adjustments was important for the therapists to know beoause such
problems will affect the lives of these women long after their service careers
are behind them* Such problems will affect the kind of homes they have as
civilians and will in the future affect our society. It would be well to
know the number of other women veterans with similar failures in this ad-
justment while they were in the service. The problems in the military routine
which caused the onset of symptoms were inability to adjust to duty, to
authority, to rigorous sohool training, and to the crude circumstances of
military life. These findings agreed with those cited by the other writers
including Braceland a* to the situations that were present at the onset of
all veterans' problems* This inability to adjust to these situations in the
military routine was important for the therapists to know, also, as such ad-
justments are, also, necessary in civilian life* These women will have to
adjust to the authority of employers, to the rigorous training in college
and trade school courses, to less pleasant duties in offices, and to circum-
stances which seem crude to them, such as, the present housing situation*
All women will need to learn to adjust better to their environment.
The unsatisfactory childhood backgrounds of these women seemed to have
played a considerable part in the onset of symptoms in the service, and,
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also, they seem to be the cause of the types of illness displayed although
this part of the problems could not be studied in this thesis* Ballard and
Miller, in their article on women in the British Servioe, agree with this
conclusion as they wrote, ttIt beceme obvious that the predisposition to
17
neurosis was of considerable importance in etiology and also in prognosis.”
In the event that women are asked to serve in various Armed Services
again it is recommended that a better method of screening be devised and
operated* The psyohiatrio case worker* who have worked with veterans both
men and women might well be asked to do this work in cooperation with
psychiatrists*
It was found that the majority of the men and women had similar pro-
visional diagnoses of neurotic disorders* Therefore, men and women in situa-
tions that were alike seemed to have reacted psychologically according to
their own predispositions and not beoause they were either men or women*
In view of the summary of the facts about the women veterans 1 problems
it may be stated that there were no significant differences between the
problems of the men and women veterans* A lower percentage of the women had
the onset of symptoms in/situations in the military routine, a higher per-
centage outside the military routine, and the same percentage in the mixed
situation group* This higher percentage of the women’s problems outside the
military routine was due to the fact tiifc the problems of the men outside the
routine were obscured by the stress of their problems in the routine of com-
bat* There were no special situations confronting women in the service ex-
cept the laok of experience in combat.
17 Dr* S* I* Ballard and H. G* Miller, "Psychiatric Casualties in a
Women's Service,” British Medical Journal
,
293-295, March, 1945.
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Other information sought in this study included the type of sources of
referrals of the women veterans in the clinic. They were referred, in general
through a division of the Veterans Administration as were the men veterans,
18
according to Adler and Burchard. The women, therefore, came with no parti-
cular social problems because of the type of agency whioh referred them.
Also, the writer undertook to learn the relationship of the number of women
veterans who reoeived treatment in the olinic to the number of women who
might be eligible because of medical discharges from the service in the New
England States. However, this information could not be found. The investi-
gator wrote authorities who might have been able to furnish this information
because of their wartime connections with service women, but they were unable
to do so. There have been no estimates made in the Veterans Administration
Regional Office in Boston of the number of women veterans who would be
eligible for treatment.
The women veterans who were studied were described in order to give a
better pioture of them. They were as a majority young, single women vfao
were students, clerical workers, holders of other small jobs, or unemployed.
These jobs indicated that they belonged in the lower income bracket. She
majority of them had been in either the Army or the Naval Reserve which
could be expeoted as these were the larger branches of the service.
Second, the treatment of these women for their problems in the clinic
was investigated as the other important part of this study. The methods of
treating these women, whether it was by psychiatry or by case work, were
studied. The cases of the women who were treated by social workers were
18 Adler and Burchard, o£. cit .
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examined to learn for what kinds of social problems they were treated by
social workers* The results of the treatment hare been studied as to the
number of women discharged improved, unimproved, and the number of women
still in treatment. The cases of the women discharged improved have been
studied further to learn the ways in which they have shown improvement.
Most of the problems of the women were those for which psychiatric
treatment was indicated* Those five women who were, also, treated by social
workers were helped on a case work level with plans for their education,
with making decisions about changing their living quarters, with decisions
about keeping a child with them or placing it in a home, and in decisions
about whether to return to a husband* The social worker's aim^ in general,
were to help the veterans further toward a better adjustment within them-
selves and their environment*
The results of treatment in the clinic were as follows* the number of
cases of women discharged improved and those discharged unimproved were
almost the same. Nine women were discharged unimproved and seven were dis-
charged improved* The other seventeen women were still in treatment when
this study was concluded* The median length of treatment of those oases dis-
charged was two and nine-tenths months* The women who were discharged im-
proved had shown improvement in specific ways. They had adjusted better
socially and felt more self-confident; they were able to make more realistic
and more satisfactory plans in regard to their homes and their work. There-
fore, they would be able to adjust better in civilian life to the problems
that were similar to those they had not been able to work out in the servioe.
This study has indicated, therefore, that the women veterans referred to the
clinic have been treated with some good results during the short length of
treatment period. Those who were discharged as improved have gained some of
the satisfactory adjustment possible within the therapeutic goals of the
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clinic. These goals, as cited on page thirty-six, were in brief* gaining
real but limited insight, accepting and synthesising elementary interpreta-
tions, reduoing anxiety, recognising sources of difficulties and accepting
techniques to avoid most of the larger collisions, and adopting a program
of living that involves a minimum of interpersonal conflicts. These are the
results that can be expected for women and men veterans treated in the
olinio.
The group of women who have been referred to the clinic was very small.
It seemed probablp that there are other eligible women veterans who should
be utilising the clinic’s excellent facilities for treatment. Therefore, it
was recommended that the clinic look into ways and means of attracting for
treatment the eligible women veterans who need it.
Approved,
Richard K. Conan
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THESIS SCHEDULE
NAME
AGE
MARITAL STATUS
MILITARY BRANCH
Army Navy Marines Coast Guard Air Corps
V.A.
O.P.D.
N.P.
TREATMENT BY
Psychiatrist
Social Worker
Basis of referral
In Servioe
Duration
Treatment by
PROBLEM
Symptoms
Diagnosis (provisional)
Reoommendation
Type
RESULT OF TREATMENT
CASE #
RACE
RELIGION
RANK Enlisted
OCCUPATION
NONV. A.
Length of time
Civilian
Officer
Improved Unimproved CKA
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NAMEt
RESIDENCES
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
MARITAL STATUS
s
AGEs BIRTHDATEs
CLAIM NUMBER, CASE NUMBERS
RANK & ORGANIZATIONS
RACEs
RELIGIONS
DATE OF REFERRALS
I. Informants Patient or other.
II. Method of referrals Self-referred? If not, sent
by whom? Quote reason for referral, if supplied by referring agency. In-
olude patient’s statement, also, and whether he understood reason for re-
ferral.
Date of first consultation with sooial workers
III. First Mental Symptoms
s
A. Chronological account of onset and development of symptoms
s
Present Symptoms - pains, (head, heart, etc.), rapid heart beat?
trouble breathing? constipation? others?
Previous History of Symptoms - previous treatment or hospitalization?
civilian or military, dates, duration, treatment or
hospitalization during military service, dates, etc .
On sick call frequently? Main reason for going?
Degree to which incapacitated at presents able to work?
B. Mental Status
s
Habits - excessive smoking or drinking, drugs, gambling, other.
Recreation - solitary? passive? hobbies? same as when civilian?
Stammer, stutter, obsessive or compulsive traits, daydreaming.
Dreams, nightmares, sleep-walking or talking, grinding of teeth.
Phobias - dark, crowds, lightning, high places, dosed or open spaces,
death, water, blood, snakes, other.
Mood - happy, sad, disgusted, tired, hopeless, lonely, indifferent,
idea of suicide?
Odd experiences - voices, visions, feelings of unreality, nihilism,
persecution, grandiosity?
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IV* Family History*
A* Parental Baokground » nationality of grandparents, occupation and
economio status* If patient lived with any grand-
parent in early life, describe that grandparent
in detail* Any unusual disease in family, such
as: epilepsy, tuberculosis, cancer, insanity,
exoessive drinking, eto .7
B. Parents* Describe in separate paragraphs. Include age, nationality,
educational background, occupation, state of health, type of
person, disposition, relationships between patient and parents,
normally affectionatet Did patient feel neglected?
C* Siblings* List in order, and describe, including attitude toward
patient*
V* Previous Personal History*
A* Infanoy* Any information regarding condition at birth* Whether breast-
fed* Any training difficulties? Tantrums, crying, weaning,
eating, sleeping. Habits, enuresis beyond four years?
Thumb-suoking or nailbiting beyond six:
B* Diseases* Healthy or sickly as ai;ohild? Usual childhood diseases?
Operations, accidents, nervous breakdowns, fits, etc . Time
missed from sohool because of health?
C* Development* Home background during early years, economics, etc *
Quarreling, discipline* Patient closest to whom?"
-
Any
running away?
Description of patient and his early behavior, relative
size for age, solitary or social, bashful or shy, leader
or follower in his group? Many fights? Attitude toward
parental discipline* Deaths or other great shocks*
D. Sohool record * Age and grade begun, completed, years held back, why
quit* Attitude toward school, teachers, etc * Behavior,
grades, participated in school activities?””
VI* Werk, Religion, Legal and Sex Records*
A* Work Record* until induction* Chronological account of jobs, held,
type of work. Adequate pay? Length of time, success,
relations to employers and fellow-workers* Work ambitions*
B. Religion* Creed, attendance, activities, real or nominal interest*
C. Legal Record: Ever arrested? on what charges? disposition* Ever
injure others, even accidentally?
D* Sex Reoofds Age of puberty, when voice ohanged, etc . Did patient have
any emotional problems at that time? Any sex information?
Age when first interested in girls. First dates* Number
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of love affairs, success, married happily, or unhappily?
Description of wife* If single, why?
VII. Service Record*
A. Military Records* Also, experiences in Service* Date and place of in-
duction or enlistment; if enlisted, reason* Basic
training where? Chronological account of places
stationed, duties, schools, camps, promotions, plans,
expectations. Relations to fellow soldiers, nonooms
and offioers. Aooepted in the goup? Discipline,
often AWOL, Company punishment? Stress, what bother-
ed patient most about military life? Attitude toward
battle experiences, wound of self, death or injury
to buddies? Date of discharge, type, circumstanoes
surrounding it*
VIII. Readjustment to Civilian Life*
A* Full account of how patient returned home; disappointed or satisfied
with home conditions he found? Any changes in mood, manner of speech,
attitude toward others, and ability to adapt to civilian life? Work
history since discharge, efficiency* Reasons for changing position?
Present economic status and social situation. Living on pension? Does
he want pension increased? Attitude toward pension?
IX* Summary*
A* General description of body build, manner, personality, etc * Shy?
Reserved? Out-spoken? Speaks spontaneously or with hesitation?
Short review of when symptoms began and circumstances surrounding it,
and chronological account of how they developed, and what treatment
was given.
Select from history sensitive spots, and formulate pertinent traumatio
events and oonfliotual areas. How are these related to present environ-
mental situations?
Social worker’s impression as to whet the patient needs. Include opinion
of patient’s awareness of his illness, insight into the need for treat-
ment and his urgency for treatment.
Social worker's recommendation* Does patient need psychiatric treat-
ment? Are there environmental factors which should, also, be taken care
of? Do related problems in present situation need attention of »ome
other agency? (Example, wife need treatment?)
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